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Radisson SAS Expands Portfolio in France 
 
Rezidor SAS Hospitality is proud to announce the opening of the Radisson SAS 

Boulogne-Paris hotel, the seventh Radisson SAS Hotel in France.  Built over 13000 

square meters, it offers 170 spacious rooms (including nine suites), five versatile 

conference rooms and a specially designed restaurant and lounge area, providing the 

perfect oasis for business or leisure in the heart of Paris. 

 

Guests are welcomed into the elegant lobby and during their stay, can relax on the 

terrace with views over the gardens and even the hotel’s own vineyard!  The hotel is 

managed by Fabrice Castellorizios, previously director of Radisson SAS Nice hotel, 

and with a team of 50 will be catering to the needs of every guest. 

 

Each of the rooms at the Radisson SAS Boulogne-Paris hotel offers comfort combined 

with stylish design and state-of-the-art technology.  Ranging from 30 to 48 meters 

squared, rooms have a LCD TV Flat Screen television and WiFi High Speed System.  

Decorated with warm tones of plum, beige and chocolate, the look is finished with 

the use of refined materials including dark wood and luxurious fabrics, completing 

the relaxing atmosphere. 

 
Also offering the perfect setting for conferences and seminars, the hotel has five 

conference rooms, fully equipped and offering versatile space, which can be tailored 

to accommodate delegate numbers. Two single rooms can be combined to offer a 

space of 238 meters squared and three further rooms can be used individually for 

smaller meetings or again combined to provide a room of 139 meters squared.  To 

relax after a day spent in a conference or seminar, company’s can also make use of 

the terrace, where wine can be served with views over the vineyard. 

 

Business and leisure guests can relax with a drink or indulge in fine dining in the 

specially designed ‘AOC’ which combines a restaurant, bar and lounge, allowing 



guests to choose between formal dining, the cosy and intimate lounge or relaxed bar 

area.  Head Chef in the AOC is Patrick Sabatier and will provide guests with a taste of 

the fine cuisine the French are renowned for. 

 

The hotel also has a gym, providing a range of equipment and benefiting from views 

over the lobby. 

 

Located close to the city centre, the Radisson SAS Boulogne-Paris hotel is just five 

minutes from the Parc des Princes or Rolland Garros, 10 minutes from the Eiffel 

Tower and near Saint-Germain des Prés. 

 

Parking is also available to guests. 

 
 
room rates are 245€ / £166.00 accommodation only. Breakfast is 22€  /£15.10 per person. 

 

For further information please visit www.boulogne.radissonsas.com 
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